
ROYAL ASCOT PREVIEW DAY FIVE SATURDAY

2.30 CHESHAM STAKES (Listed, 7f)
1. GREAT MAX - Quick back after from his good debut win at Newbury. Overcome greeness and
closed strongly that day. This is a big step up at his second start but he has ability.
2. MASEKELA (HK, Aus, USA) - Solid debut win at Goodwood over 6f. Looks like the step up in trip
will suit home - long slower stride. Form out of that race is a little questionable.
3. NEW SCIENCE - Enjoyed the run of the race on debut when winning very well over 7f at Yarmouth.
Won with plenty in hand that day and looks a winning chance here.
4. POINT LONSDALE - Brother to Broome. My favourite yearling from the sales last year - really
good type. Won very well on debut at the Curragh at the start of the month leading throughout. The
one to beat.
5. REACH FOR THE MOON - Chased home New Science at Yarmouth. Hard to see him turning that
form around but a place chance.
6. SHARP COMBO - Very big ungainly horse. On pace runner who will appreciate the 7f but hard to
see him measuring up.
7. SWEEPING - Second behind Dhabab who was a good 5th in the Coventry earlier in the week so
this is decent form. On pace runner - place chance.
8. WITHERING - Closed strongly from well back on debut (one more stride he wins). Big step up in
class but has been sold since his debut. Place chance at long odds.
9. OUT IN YORKSHIRE - Average form but uncomplicated on pace runner. Should be outclassed up
in trip.
10. RADIO CAROLINE - Will have to step up a lot.

Pace: Decent amount of pace in the race with two Johnston runners that go forward. The two
favourites also take a position.

3.05 JERSEY STAKES (Group 3, 7f)
1. NEW MANDATE - First run this season. Carrying a Group 2 penalty. Can be a very keen going
horse / not the easiest of rides. Will need to be right at his best from to be able to defy the penalty.
2. FAST RAAJ (HK) - Very talented French trained colt - not to be underestimated at all. Will
appreciate the soft conditions and has a good turn of foot. Has a chance at good odds.
3. ACE AUSSIE - Yu Long owned colt who is lightly raced and sparingly raced this year. Second to
Poetic Flare first up this season. Third against the older horses when favourite in a Listed race at
Leopardstown last start. Solid form.
4. CREATIVE FORCE - Talented colt who is is three from three this season. Stepping up from 6f but
should get the trip on pedigree. Well in at the weights and a leading chance.
5. FUNDAMENTAL - Consistent enough form. Soft ground a positive. Place chance.
6. GREAT KING - Should be outclassed.
7. KHARTOUM - Lightly raced and taking the step from handicap company to a Group race. Soft
ground will suit him. Dropping back from a mile last start. Form worked out well of that race. Talented
horse but this is a step up.
8. LEGION OF HONOUR - Very talented colt. Been off since the English 2000 Guineas. Could
bounce back here at long odds.
9. MEHMENTO (UAE) - Blandford breeze up purchase last year. Soft ground will suit. On pace runner
who finds plenty. Good chance.
10. MUTASAABEQ - Could not have been more impressive when returning in April over 7f at
Newmarket. Later supplemented for the English 2000 Guineas and ran a creditable race there. Very
well bred / talented horse. Has won on heavy ground before. Winning chance.



11. NANDO PARRADO - Last year's shock Coventry Stakes winner who has not won since. Back to
7f should suit and handles soft conditions. Not the worst at big odds.
12. NAVAL CROWN - Brings a very good level of form - 4th in the English 2000 Guineas last time out.
All of his form is on top of the ground which is a concern. Has the ability just not sure conditions will
suit.
13. RHYTHM MASTER - Step up in class and has not been seen since April.
14. SPYCATCHER (HK) - Likeable colt who tries hard but finds it hard to win. Chased home Creative
Force last time - hard to see him reversing that form.
15. STORM DAMAGE - Won really well on debut at the start of the month. Talented colt. This is a big
step up but well bred horse and not the worst.
16. TACTICAL - Talented colt. Has a good turn of foot. Disappointed a little as favourite behind
Creative Force at Newbury last start. Can bounce back - bit over the odds.
17. BELLOSA - Trained by Jane Chapple-Hyam. Seems over the odds. Very impressive debut and
then patiently handled since winning a Listed race against the colts at Newmarket and then waiting for
this race. Has not run on soft ground but suspect it might suit. Very talented filly and would be shorter
in the market if trained by a bigger yard.
18. LIGHT REFRAIN - Has plenty of ability but the step up to 7f is a query.
19. VADREAM - By Brazen Beau. Has ability and ran well in the English 1000 Guineas. Back to 7f will
suit. Place chance.

Pace: Very good pace spread across the track.

3.40 HARDWICKE STAKES (Group 2, 1m4f)
1. BANGKOK - Solid G2/G3 horse who will struggle a little at this class and up in trip.
2. BROOME - Really talented older horse. Will love the conditions and the step back up in trip should
not be an issue. The horse to beat.
3. DEJA - Should be outclassed.
4. HIGHEST GROUND (Aus) - Talented horse but this is a big step up in class and the soft ground
may not be to his liking.
5. HUKUM - Royal Ascot winner last year. Soft ground not an issue as is the trip. Winning chance.
6. ILARAAB - Has won his last six races straight and worked his way through the handicap. Definitely
can take the step to stakes company but this is a very tough race. Soft ground is a positive - a little
under the odds but a chance.
7. JAPAN - Been a bit of a disappointment of late - looked top class as a 3yo. Form is sound enough
for this but soft ground is not ideal.
8. LOGICIAN - Has been disappointing since his exceptionally impressive St Leger win in 2019. Has
had his issues. Will improve in terms of fitness but would like to see him back in better form.
9. MOGUL - Has been very disappointing this season (two time Group 1 winner last year). Soft
ground will be an issue for him.
10. PABLO ESCOBARR - Will be outclassed here.
11. SIR RON PRIESTLEY - Very talented stayer (brother to Subjectivist). Back in trip and up in class.
Not sure about soft ground for him.
12. THUNDEROUS (Aus) - Dante winner last year. Slowly regaining his form. Soft ground not an
issue for him. Not the worst at long odds.
13. TIGER MOTH - Second in last year’s Melbourne Cup. Poor first up since on soft ground. Can
improve. Generally a lightly raced progressive horse that could return to form.
14. ALBAFLORA - Soft ground a positive. This is a step up in class but should get her conditions
here.



15. WONDERFUL TONIGHT - Very progressive filly last season who won two Group One’s on soft
ground at the end of last year. Resuming but likely to get conditions to suit again. Winning chance if fit
enough.

Pace: Solid tempo expected especially with the big field.

4.20 DIAMOND JUBILEE STAKES (Group 1, 6f)
1. ART POWER - Very talented colt. Won at Royal Ascot last year. A little disappointing first time out
but can improve a lot on that. Soft ground a positive and a winning chance.
2. DREAM OF DREAMS - Proven Group 1 sprinter. Got his conditions and Moore retains the ride.
Hard to beat.
3. EMARAATY ANA - Talented but finds it hard to win. Had wind surgery. Hard to have here.
4. GARRUS - Has ability and not the worst but not at Group 1 level.
5. GLEN SHIEL - Blandford Bloodstock horses in training purchase. Should come on a lot for his first
run. Loves the soft ground. Winning chance.
6. HAPPY POWER - Back in trip. Needs to improve.
7. NAHAARR - Progressive handicapper last year who has the ability to step up in the Group 1
company. Bit unlucky behind Starman at York last start. Has a chance. Unproven on soft ground.
8. NAMOS - German sprinter. Will be outclassed here.
9. ROYAL COMMANDO - Don’t think he is up to these and soft ground is also a concern.
10. STARMAN - Very talented and only beaten once. This is another step up but he is the rightful
favorite. Chance but unlikely to run on the soft ground.
11. SUMMERGHAND - Tough older sprinter. Soft ground an issue.
12. VENTURA REBEL - Should be outclassed.
13. FINAL SONG - Talented filly who ran well in Dubai. Failed against Starman at York. Soft ground?
14. SONAIYLA - Shrewd trainer. Would not be running her for no reason. Likes soft ground. Could be
a chance at long odds.

Pace: Strong pace predicted.

5.00 WOKINGHAM STAKES (Class 2, 6f)
Big sprint handicap which is a bit of a lottery.

18. KING’S LYNN - Would be a popular winner for the Queen at the Royal meeting. The one to beat
on form. Ran well on Tuesday in the King’s Stand. Very well in at the weights and Ryan Moore rides.
4. ROHAAN - Has progressed very well this season. Strange decision to run here over the
Commonwealth Cup where he would have had a winning chance. Weighted to his best but winning
chance.
8. TIS MARVELLOUS - Has a great record at Ascot. Conditions should be fine. Looks good odds.

Pace: Should be very strong.

5.35 GOLDEN GATES STAKES (Class 2, 1m2f)
1. ISLE OF SARK - Has ability but poorly handicapped and untried in these conditions.
2. PYTHAGORAS - Back in class and gets his preferred ground. Has a chance.
3. RIVER ALWEN (Aus, HK) - Seems well over the odds. Promising colt who should be fine on the
ground.
4. VISUALISATION - Did not sell at the Goffs London Sale earlier in the week. Will love the ground.
Progressive colt. Winning chance if stays the trip.
5. TAMBORRADA - Scratched.



6. ALFAADHEL - Very promising colt. First time racing off his handicap mark which does seem to be
a high starting point. In saying that he has ability and in time is likely to prove the best horse in this
field.
7. BATON ROUGE - Lightly raced and progressive. Wears headgear. Not sure if soft ground will suit.
8. SIR RUMI - Second behind Alfaadhel at Lingfield then won since. Place chance.
9. FANTASTIC FOX - Won very well at Hamilton last start. Looks very promising. Soft ground?
10. FOX TALES - Down in class and well weighted. Place chance.
11. KING FRANKEL - Solid form and conditions should suit. Quite well in. Winning chance.
12. WITHOUT REVENGE - Should be outclassed.
13. STAY WELL - Has ability. Failed at Goodwood last start when in the market. Back down in trip
might bounce back.
14. IRISH LEGEND - Has ability. Soft ground should be OK. Not the worst.
15. GLENTANEOUS - Potentially very well handicapped. Definite place chance at good odds.
16. DINGLE - Sound enough from but not sure he will get the trip.
17. SEASETT - The heavy ground will be to his liking and a step up in trip should be fine. Well in.
Winning chance.
18. POSSIBLE MAN - Unlikely.
19. SKYCUTTER - Making up the numbers.

6.10 QUEEN ALEXANDRA STAKES (Class 2, 2m5½f)
The longest race run in England on the flat and normally of limited appeal but there are a few
interesting horses to note this year. Definitely a better race than it normally is.

8. FALCON EIGHT - Slightly enigmatic stayer but currently in good form. Will get the trip. Gives
Frankie a good chance to have the first and last winners of the Royal meeting.
14. WITHHOLD - Willie Mullins / Ryan Moore combination normally the way to go in these races.
Raced in last year’s Melbourne Cup. Winning chance.
12. MORANDO - If he stays he has a big chance. Loves the wet.
5. BARBADOS - Dropping back to a handicap. Soft ground should be fine.
4. STAG HORN - Loves the wet and a progressive stayer.


